
The Golden Rule in the Age of Fine Print

Thank you Colenzo and Charon Hubbard, Cynthia Williams, staff and Board members of the 
Emmanuel Center, students, parents and friends.

In our African American Community, we are besieged with issues of violence. I have gone 
through several title changes—for this speech— in an effort to come up with ways new ways of 
helping black youngsters to put on thinking caps while reacting to threats of their well-being. In 
reality, the American scene now presents all of us with threats to both our physical and 
psychological being. Each of us can be tracked by our location in smartphones that follow us to 
stores, movies, concerts and in our homes. Tracking scripts can be found in much of the software we 
install to do little things to protect our homes and apartments. Tracking can lead to stalking, so stay 
tuned to Google; that problem is right on their doorstep! Hopefully, location tracking via the 
Internet will be addressed soon, as Congress embarks on a path towards ensuring our personal 
privacy on the Internet. You can learn volumes about Google, if you read the fine print, particularly 
on location.

But today, I want to speak about my own journey; I want to talk about the Golden Rule in the 
Age of Fine Print, self esteem, and how we go about sustaining the awesome creativity that has been a 
hallmark of the black experience in these United States of America. Enhancing the ability of young 
black Americans to appreciate their history and learn from it, has been one of my most recent 
targets in writing. And no, I try not to write in fine print.I have been thrilled to help young folk 
from this Emmanuel Center in improving their reading skills through Reading Rampage. Thank 
you one and all for your help with that project!

Each day I ask myself after the news reports, Why are we shooting one another? Do we not 
understand the consequences of using handguns to maim and mutilate another human being? Have 
we not been taught the Golden Rule, “Do Unto others…?” That rule is proclaimed in every religion 
on earth!

Now during the last month or so, I have watched both college and professional games of 
basketball. Who hates basketball? Hands? A basketball starts with a circle and includes 360 degrees. 
If you put any problem inside a circle, you automatically have three-hundred and sixty angles of 
entry to solve  whatever problem you put in its center: 360 degrees. Why can’t we instinctively 
walk around the circumference, the perimeter edges of a basketball, to find fresh answers to a 



problem before pulling the trigger, or putting the trigger in our pocket in the first place. Now, let’s 
make that circle a globe, a bouncy basketball, a three dimensional object. Let’s multiply it once by 
itself. This gives us 129,000 ways of addressing a problem. That’s a TON of angles and points of 
entry to solving a problem. However, on a day to day basis, many of our young men and sometimes 
women, do not take the time to examine angles, inspect the surface perimeter of a common 
basketball, to seek fresh ways of solving assaults on our person or egos, without resorting to pulling 
a metal trigger. Neither have these young persons—or perhaps we as supportive adults—read the fine 
print. The fine print that explains the legal consequences of having a gun and using it, to solve assaults 
on our egos. We all must find fresh ways to cultivate flash creativity, emotional patience and 
problem-solving skills in our young people that encourages thinking in terms of consequences, 
making a three-hundred and sixty degree flash-of-insight, as a split-second go-to position! 

Lastly, I want to speak about helping our young folks develop and strengthen their self esteem. I 
have been in Memphis now for more than forty years. I have loved and enjoyed my career 
immensely, with both the Memphis Symphony and the University of Memphis. I have fully 
embraced the heroes and heroines of this great community. I think we can re-invent this Golden 
Rule; I often ask myself, “Can the Golden Rule be measured.” I think it can; you can measure 
anything in time and/or space! Take the time to poll the whole—a circular poll, everyone gets two 
minutes to speak—or equal writing spaces—in your homes, workplaces, vestry meetings or at the 
dinner table—you may be very surprised at where fresh answers come from! This simple exercise 
gives honor to the presence of everyone in the group and enhances the quality and quantity of 
possible solutions! No one person, even a fascist, has all the answers. Let’s take aim on gun violence 
with the Golden Rule; lets help young folks to think on their feet in challenging circumstances and 
help all of us stem the tide of reckless gun violence. Remember, “Do Unto Others, as you would 
have them do unto YOU!” ...And be sure to read the fine print!

p.s. 
Reading Rampage is a face-to-face project that has two wings. The first wing is the idea that 
computer assisted focus and concentration games can ease students high levels of concentration and 
focus. These games give students immediate quantitative feedback on their personal levels of focus 
and concentration. In MUSIC, high levels of focus and concentration can be achieved through 
transposition. The second wing of Reading Rampage includes a team of facilitators to assist students
in their reading selections with vocabulary. When a student presents with a limited vocabulary, our 
facilitators help them make flash cards and discuss the context of unfamiliar words. Both wings 
together help them to almost magically fly through the printed page, with an ease greater than when 
they started. We do have a website called https://unitus.org. And, we are looking for programmers 



who can help us develop an application that works on smartphones, using a portion of this software, 
on our website. Feel free to contact me a noslohg@gmail.com. Thank you 
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